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Shell’s new Blue Hydrogen Process
curbs production costs by 22%
Producing “blue” hydrogen from natural gas along with carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) can cost
around 22% less when using a process
launched by Shell Catalysts & Technologies. With CO2 costing $25–35/t,
“blue” hydrogen becomes competitive
with “grey,” unabated one, even with
its higher capital costs.
oday, nearly all hydrogen produced is
“grey” meaning it is derived from natural gas without carbon abatement
through CCUS. If hydrogen is to contribute to carbon neutrality the process
needs to be shifted to “blue” and ultimately
“green” hydrogen, derived from electrolysis
using renewable energy sources.
“Blue hydrogen production can be relatively easily scaled up to meet demand,”
Shell noted, and having abundant affordable
blue hydrogen supply at hand would enable
the decarbonisation of hard-to-abate industries, like steel and petrochemicals.
While “blue” already outcompetes “grey”
hydrogen on costs at CO2 prices over $25/t,
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“green” hydrogen is still more than double
as expensive to produce through 2030.
Analysts do not expect “green” hydrogen to
achieve cost parity until about 2045.

Counting the cost
Shell’s novel blue hydrogen process integrates the company’s proprietary gas partial
oxidation (SGP) technology with ADIP
ULTRA solvent solution. SGP tech, in contrast to traditional autothermal reforming
(ATR), does not require steam. Instead,

high-pressure steam is generated for use
throughout the process and for some external consumers.
There is also no need for feed gas pretreatment, which simples the process lineup. According to Shell, SGP gives refiners
“greater feed flexibility,” as it is more robust
against feed contaminants and can thus accommodate a large range of natural gas
qualities.
Compared with ATR, the novel SGP tech
reduces levelised cost of hydrogen by 22%.
continued on page 2

Siemens, L&T India apply new method
for remote turbine blow tests
Larsen & Toubro Ltd (L&T India) and Siemens Energy have developed and successfully
applied a new method to conduct a remote steam blowing of the gas turbine at the 400 MW
Bibiyana South power plant in Bangladesh. The steam blowing was carried out from
Erlangen, Germany, owing to the Covid-19 situation.
ew methods of
blow testing had to
be applied to continue with commissioning works, since the
technical personnel of the
German OEM had returned to
their home countries when
the spread of the coronavirus
started to accelerate in
Bangladesh.
The 400 MW Bibiyana South combined-cycle
power plant, situated in Sylhet district, is being
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Capital expenditure is 17% lower as both
the smaller hydrogen and CO2 capture compressors achieve a higher operating pressure. Operating expenditure, excluding the
price of gas feedstock, is 34% lower due to
reduced compression duties and more
steam generation.
Modelling shows that – compared with an
ATR unit – a Shell Blue Hydrogen Process line-

up producing 500 t/d of pure hydrogen would
have: a $30 million/y lower operating expenditure; more than 99% CO2 capture; and a
10–25% lower levellised cost of hydrogen.

Maturing the process
Shell began research into SGP technology in
the 1950s. Today, the technology has more
than 30 active residue and gasification

licensees, and there are more than 100 SGP
gasifiers worldwide.
At the Pearl gas-to-liquids plant in Qatar,
for example, 18 SGP trains, each with an
equivalent pure hydrogen production capacity of 500 t/d, have been operating since
2011. Pernis refinery, the Netherlands, has
been operating since 1997 at a 1-Mt/y CO2
capture capacity using SGP technology. n

ExxonMobil and Global Thermostat strive to remove CO2 from the air
US oil major ExxonMobil and Global Thermostat have expanded their joint development agreement of Direct Air Capture
Technology, designed to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. Amine-based adsorbents act like a filter to efficiently
capture CO2, which can then be stored underground or used to make chemicals or construction materials.
arbon capture, use and storage
(CCUS) is seen as a vital technology for decarbonising the energy sector in the long term.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) recognizes that CO2 removal is expected to
play a “key role” in the energy transition.
The two partners decided to forge ahead
with developing the technology after 12
month of evaluation to determine its feasibility and potential scalability. Vijay Swarup,
ExxonMobil’s President of R&D, underlined
the aim is to reduce emission at scale.
Formed in 2010, Global Thermostat is
striving to work with companies who
have technology to transform the carbon
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emissions into fuels, chemicals and materials. ExxonMobil’s original agreement with
Global Thermostat was signed in 2019.

Aiming for scale to curb cost

June 6 and acceptance was received just
three days later.
Prior to blow testing and turbine synchronization, Siemens Energy set up a secure remote VPN connection between the
CRSP router at the Bibiyana South site and
the physical server located at Siemens’
Energy campus in Erlangen.
Smart glass technology was used to
physically check the status of each part of
the equipment. The remote Siemens technical team could see all the equipment
through the eyes of the L&T engineer wearing the smart glasses at Bibiyana South site.
Once a remote connection was established, L&T and Siemens ensured system
readiness prior to start-up of the gas turbines. A physical remote inspection was carried out for the gas turbine compressor air
inlet area, the gas turbine exhaust diffuser
and the gas turbine fuel gas pilot.
Stroke checking was done for the premix
valve, IGV, cooling air valves, blow off valves
and all other equipment pieces. The L&T
team conducted the HRSG ready for hot gas
admission and the test of trip protection logics. Test for physical fitness of all auxiliaries
were completed in one day and the gas tur-

bine, the HRSG and all other systems were
declared ready for start-up.
To ensure early completion of steam
blowing during the Covid-19 pandemic, the
two partners implemented several new
technical initiatives such as a continuous
steam blowing instead of the conventional
puff method. To that end, a temporarily converted CWST (clarified water storage Tank)
with a capacity of 13600 cubic meters was
used as additional DM water reserve to
facilitate continuous steam blowing.

“Our work with Global Thermostat has
shown promising signs in the development
of direct air capture technologies
that could be
brought to scale,”
he said. New materials might accelerate
this
potential, he indicated, while research continues
to captures CO2
from power generation facilities. n

continued from page 1

by a joint venture of Samsung C&T and
Larsen & Toubro. The plant consists of
one SGT5-4000F Siemens gas turbine
and one heat recovery steam generator
(HRSG) connected to a SST5-3000 steam
turbine generator, arranged in single shaft
configuration.

Thorough checks prior to start-up
The gas turbine was synchronized with the
grid on May 17, 2020, and starting from the
following day gas was admitted in the HRSG
and steam blowing. For stage 3 target blow
acceptance, digital microscopic pictures of
the target plates were sent to Siemens Energy’s design and process team for approval
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Risk mitigation for remote
operation
Certain risks that were anticipated for remote operations were mitigated in consultation with Siemens Energy experts, such as
misinterpretations of controls during remote
communication, analysis and monitoring
vigilantly during fault occurrence, Internet
connectivity and internet speed / gateway
issues.
Daily readiness of the remote communication was ensured before plant start-up, to
facilitate a close coordination for open-cycle
and combined-cycle mode of gas turbine
operation.
n
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Europe and China battle for leadership on green hydrogen tech
Technology companies in Europe and China have embarked on a race to develop and commercialise electrolysers to
produce hydrogen as a fuel for industry and power generation. Though China can make the cheapest electrolysers,
Europe leads on lean hydrogen technologies. Competition is rife, and set to improve project economics.
ager to stage a “green recovery,” the
EU published a hydrogen strategy in
July that includes the aim of installing
at least 40 gigawatts (GW) of electrolysers in Europe by 2030, producing up to
10 million tonnes of renewable hydrogen.
“The priority for the EU is to develop renewable hydrogen, produced using mainly
wind and solar energy,” the strategy paper
reads. Hence, the choice was made for renewable hydrogen which builds on European
industrial strength in electrolyser production.
Refhyne, a 10 MW electrolyser based on
‘proton exchange membrane’ (PEM) technology, is being developed in Germany
under a public-private partnership. Due op-
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erational in early 2021, it will use renewable
electricity to produce about 4 tonnes of
clean hydrogen per day, or about 1,300
tonnes per year.

requires enormous amounts of power. Grey
hydrogen, produced from natural gas using
carbon capture and storage, in contrast, is
cheaper to produce and hence more attractive for the industry.

Competition to improve economics
Mounting competition between China and
Europe on hydrogen technology will drive
down the cost of technology, allowing more
countries to make use of electrolysers at an
affordable cost and meet their zero-carbon
targets.
A similar trend was observed in the development of solar PV, where competition in
manufacturing between Europe and China
led to a drastic drop in prices, changing the
economics
and
paving the way for
today's global roll.
The economics
for
producing
green hydrogen
currently not add
up, mostly because the equipment to make it is
costly, and because the process

China is catching up on technology
European policymakers and industry regularly single out China as the most important
competitor in the EU's ambition. "We are
still leading as Europeans. But especially
China is challenging that position," Jorgo
Chatzimarkakis of the Hydrogen Europe
business association noted. "The competition is catching up and we believe they are
only 2-3 years behind us," he said.
IHS Markit forecasts that carbon-free
green hydrogen could be cost competitive
by 2030.
“Costs for producing green hydrogen
have fallen 50 percent since 2015 and could
be reduced by an additional 30 percent by
2025 due to the benefits of increased scale
and more standardised manufacturing,
among other factors,” IHS Markit said, cautioning the overall share of hydrogen in the
energy mix will depend on the desired extent of decarbonisation.
n

Blended hydrogen can be distributed via existing UK gas networks
National Grid and gas distribution networks evaluate hydrogen blending and point-of-use separation to transport
hydrogen through the existing grids. The aim is to decarbonise energy for heat, transport, industry and power
generation as the UK targets net zero carbon by 2050.
he funding licensees of the feasibility
study are National Grid Gas Transmission, Cadent, Northern Gas Networks,
SGN and Wales and West Utilities.
The actual study has been carried out by
Costain, alongside the gas networks. It has
been funded under the Network Innovation
Allowance (NIA) and came at an estimated
cost of over £262,000.
Transporting blended hydrogen in the existing gas grid would help save billions of
pounds for building dedicated hydrogen

T

pipelines during the early market development phase.
Using the operational data provided by the
gas network partners, Costain evaluated the
techno-economic feasibility of de-blending
schemes, and then evaluated and selected
technologies for hydrogen recovery and purification. Process schemes and plant designs
were drawn up as well as cost estimates.

No risk with <20% hydrogen
blend
Hydrogen de-blending would allow
for a varying mix of hydrogen and
natural gas to flow through the network, and then separating the two
gases so a controlled blend can be
supplied to dedicated customers.
The process of de-blending of
mixed hydrogen / methane gas
streams utilises the inherent pres-

sure differential with the UK gas transmission and distribution networks.
Blending less than 20% hydrogen into
the gas grid is seen as a means to transport
the green fuel without disrupting the functionality of end-use devises or jeopardising
the durability of the existing gas pipeline
network.
De-blending could provide a means to
transition from a 20% to a 100% hydrogen
network. Customers could opt for either
pure hydrogen, hydrogen/natural gas
blends or natural gas to meet demand of industry, heating, transport and green power
generation, depending on the customer’s
readiness to adopt hydrogen.
Costain’s feasibility study is the first step
towards a de-blending concept; future
stages will entail further technical evidence
gathering and construction of a demonstration facility to prove the concept.
n
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GenCell creates hydrogen-on-demand from anhydrous ammonia
GenCell Energy, an Israel-based fuel cell manufacturer, has developed a cracker that extracts hydrogen from liquid
ammonia to generate electricity by means of alkaline fuel cells. The technology is designed to replace diesel generators
and produce green energy in remote, off-grid locations.
ydrogen can be extracted from
ammonia by using a catalyst
to decompose the ammonia
molecule into a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen gas. Then, the hydrogen
membrane allows hydrogen to pass through
it while blocking any other gas
The technology for ammonia-fed fuel
cells, launched by GenCell, opens up a nearterm solution for a very hard-to-abate application: remote and back-up power,
supplied today around the world by the
diesel gen-set.
Fuel cells made in Israel deliver backup
power for utilities, homeland security,
healthcare and automated industries. Gen-
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Cell’s proprietary process creates hydrogen from anhydrous ammonia
(NH3), providing electricity for offgrid and poor-grid telecom, as well as
rural electrification.
As the technological readiness for
ammonia-based energy increases, the
need grows for strong industry support to implement and scale up projects. With this objective, GenCell has
joined the global Ammonia Energy
Association (AEA). The aim is to establish
credibility for ammonia to energy technologies as a means to reach decarbonisation
targets across regions and industry sectors.
Rami Reshef, CEO, GenCell said: “We ex-

Catalyst at Gencell lab

pect that our membership in the AEA will
enable us to share our knowledge across
the industry and actively participate in projects where our technologies can be leveraged most effectively.”
n

JERA accelerates ammonia co-firing to reach zero emissions by 2050
Japan's largest power producer JERA is reinforcing efforts to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2025. All inefficient
(supercritical or less) coal power plants will be either retrofitted with ammonia co-firing or shut down, complemented
by new offshore wind projects.
hermal power generation using fossil
fuels accounts for about 80% of
Japan's electricity demand but about
40% of its total CO2 emissions.
Hence, reducing emissions from thermal
power generation is essential to realizing a
low-carbon society.
Striving to use green fuels, JERA is conducting demonstration tests of mixed combustion with ammonia at high-efficiency
(ultra-supercritical) coal power plants. Cofiring coal power units with ammonia or
LNG-fuelled plants with hydrogen has the
potential to significantly curb emissions.
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Marubeni starts trial runs
Marubeni has started trial runs on ammonia
co-firing, making use of stored hydrogen at
low cost. The Marubeni-led technical study

– running through to the end for February
2021 – entails a series of trials for direct
usage of ammonia as a fuel in JERA’s thermal power plants. In the context of the feasibility study and during technical trials,
researchers from Marubeni and IHI Corp will
be also scrutinizing the economics of equipment cost, operational expenses as well as
the cost for producing and transporting ammonia to the power stations.
Marubeni and IHI Corp’s efforts on ammonia co-firing are in line with Japanese government’s aspirations to implement
hydrogen-based energy projects. Dubbed
NEDO, the research project seeks to develop
multi-burner ammonia co-firing technology
for pulverized coal boilers, which can later be
amended for use in gas-fired power units.
JERA is looking to find out the necessary

capital investment to retrofit its existing
plants with the novel ammonia co-firing
technology, once it is ready for commercialization. To this end, it is allowing researchers to carry out tests and trial runs at
some of its thermal power plants.
Australia-based Woodside Energy is also
participating in the study, striving to identify
challenges related to realizing large-scale
ammonia production lines.

Counting on offshore
wind and LNG
As an island nation, Japan has good conditions for offshore wind and JERA is promoting the development of several wind parks.
As Japan’s leading LNG importer, JERA is
also working to further improve the efficiency of LNG thermal power generation.
By fiscal 2030, JERA wants to reduce the
carbon emission intensity of its thermal
power plants by 20%, as it strives to “actively
lead the way in realizing a low-carbon society
in Japan.” Setting out its long-term vision, the
company has published a strategy paper
called "JERA Zero CO2 Emissions 2050."
Net-zero is meant to be achieved through
a combination of renewable energy and zero
emission thermal power units, running on
green fuels. JERA has already developed a
roadmap for its business in Japan and will
extend this approach to other countries and
regions where it owns energy assets.
n
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Cummins gets grants worth $4.6 million to advance SOFCs
US manufacturer Cummins has received a federal grant, worth $4.6 million, to advance commercialization of solid oxide
fuel cells (SOFCs). The aim is to develop a system that would produce electricity at a price below $1,000/kW, with testing
scheduled to start in 2021.
OFCs convert fossil fuels into energy
more efficiently than combustionbased processes and can run on hydrogen to generate cleaner electricity.
Technically speaking, SOFCs use a ceramic electrolyte to convert the energy in a
fuel to power through a series of electrochemical reactions. With a continuous supply of fuel and oxygen, the fuel cells can be
linked or stacked together to supply electricity to data centers, hospitals or other critical infrastructure.
Compared to combustion processes,
SOFCs can convert a significantly higher
percentage of a fossil fuel’s energy into electricity. It also produces far less heat-trapping gases and emissions than an internal
combustion engine using a petroleum-based
fuel, or a coal-burning power plant.

S

DOE grants fund two
demonstration projects
The grants from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) will help fund two projects
demonstrating the potential of solid oxide
fuel cells. A $2.6 million DOE grant will help
Cummins build a 20 kilowatt (kW) smallscale SOFC power system at the University
of Connecticut, fuelled by natural gas but
able to use multiple fuels. It will run 5,000
hours to demonstrate its durability.
“That’s not a big enough SOFC system

to power a
data center,”
C u m m i n s
noted, but systems can be
aggregated
together
to
provide energy
r e s i l i e n c y,
security and
a v a i l a b i l i t y.
Such aggregated fuel cell
stacks could electrify not only data centers
but other commercial and industrial applications and microgrids, too.

SOFCs meant produce power for
less than $1,000/kW
Cummins’ proposal calls for developing a
system that would be available at a price
point below $1,000/kW with the flexibility
and robustness for use in smaller and larger
systems. The proposal calls for testing to
begin in 2021.
A second project funded with the help of
a $2 million DOE grant will look at the cost,
performance and reliability of a reversible
fuel cell or R-SOFC. It can run as a traditional SOFC or as a solid oxide electrolyzer
cell (SOEC) that can split steam to separate
hydrogen and oxygen.

Fuel cell makers urge new US President
to invest in hydrogen
GenCell, along with other fuel cell makers, have urged the incoming US
President to focus on hydrogen. The Biden administration’s climate plan will
see $400 billion spent on clean energy over 10 years, and fuel cell makers want
a similar commitment to building out the hydrogen economy.
igh cost and complexity of creating an infrastructure to transport
and store that hydrogen is currently hampering the adoption of
hydrogen as a fuel for industry and power
generation.

H

Tilt towards ‘hydrogen economies’
Japan, Australia and several EU member
states have issued hydrogen roadmaps.
From 2030, renewable hydrogen will be deployed in the EU at a large scale across all
hard-to-decarbonise sectors, while Japan
fast-tracking a commercial hydrogen fuel
supply chain.

New technologies to produce green hydrogen will allow for 34% of global emissions to be cut “at manageable cost,”
Bloomberg New Energy Finance finds. Excess renewable energy can be turned into
hydrogen at $0.8 to $1.6/kg in most parts of
the world before 2050, which would make
it competitive with gas prices in Brazil,
China, India and Germany.

The second project will increase its Cummins’ portfolio of electrolysers to generate hydrogen, including Proton Exchange Membrane
and alkaline technologies. The DOE grant
proposal calls for building on a Cummins proprietary thermal spray technology to develop
an advanced metal substrate or surface resulting in a 50% cost reduction by using less
metal and cutting processing costs.
n

Mitsubishi wins order for
first SOFC in Europe
Mitsubishi Power has received an order to
supply the first Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
(SOFC) in Europe. The hybrid system will
be put into operation at the Gas- und
Wärme-Institut Essen (GWI) in Essen by
March 2022 to research the use of hydrogen as a fuel gas.
At the GWI, researcher will demonstrate and evaluate the start-up and shutdown procedure of the plant as well as
the dynamic (partial load) operation.
Applications for this Hybrid-SOFC
would be to supply electricity to a large
office building, a hospital or about 300
houses with electricity and heat. The fuel
cell’s compact dimensions allow integrating it into the end-user’s existing power
and heat supply system.
In addition to natural gas, LNG and
biogas, the SOFC can also run on hydrogen where the only emission is water.
Mitsubishi Power already has installed
9 units of Hybrid-SOFC systems in Japan.
The plant in Essen will be the first of its
kind outside Japan. Apart from SOFC, the
Japanese OEM focuses on hydrogenready gas turbines, large-scale battery
storage solutions, Power-to-X technologies, biomass conversion, and heat pump
systems.
n
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ROBINSON research looks at smart link between local energy & storage
Smart integration of local energy sources and storage is in focus of ROBINSON research, an EU Horizon 2020 project
backed by 8.4 million Euros. The aim is to help industrialised island nations become energy self-sufficient through a mix
of renewables, thermal gensets and energy storage.
he 18 consortium partners will develop and deploy a cost-efficient system, coupling thermal and electrical
networks that make best use of lowcost but intermittent energy from renewables. Distributed energy sources will be
linked with energy storage and demand-side
response, making use of grid balancing and
weather forecasts.
To stabilise the system, it will also contain small gas turbine-driven combined heat
and power (CHP) units, anaerobic digesters
to convert liquid waste into biomethane,
wind turbines as well as hydrogen electrolyser and storage system.

T

the Swiss Paul Scherrer
Institute, University of
Genoa; Energy Innovation;
Renewable Energy System
& Technology, the Norwegian firm Prima Protein;
Funditec of Spain and
Hysytech of Italy, Environmental Research Institute
at UK’s North Highland College, Comhairle nan Eilean
Siar, Crete technical university as well as Cyprusbased Stratagem Energy.
The European Turbine Network (ETN) will
act as project coordinator.

Pilot system on Eigerøy
The system will be first demonstrated on the
Norwegian island of Eigerøy and lab-scale
level replication studies will be conducted on
Crete in Greece and on the Scottish Western
Isles. Developers strive to make the system
replicable in remote areas in Europe and
beyond.
The European partners in the ROBINSON
project are Aurelia Turbines of Finland, the
Spanish company LEITAT, the Norwegian
utility Dalane Energi, NORCE Norwegian Research Centre, Eigersund Næring og Havn;

Island grid first tested on Fur
An intelligent grid and energy storage had
already been developed and tested on the
small Danish island fur. The GreenCom
project, partly funded by the European
Commission and led on the technical side
by Fraunhofer FIT, ended in 2016 after
42 months.
The GreenCom project focused on regional smart grids that help avoid linking the
island grid to the national power network.
Working with the local grid operator, Fraun-

Eigerøya island in Rogaland county, Norway.

hofer FIT installed the ‘Smart Energy Monitoring and Control System’ in 29 homes.
The system can capture, aggregate and
analyze, almost in real-time, data on
devices, sensors, actuator and smart meters
in individual homes. Heat pumps, photovoltaic systems and batteries are also
attached.
A central control platform allowed loadbalancing whereby large-scale power consumers in the homes are switched on at
different times to avoid peak loads in the
grid. The forecasts and consumption data
collected in the project served to develop an
aggregator business model.
n

GE to install Spain’s first SF6-free substation on Tenerife
Tenerife will be home to Spain’s first green substation, based on GE’s Green Gas for Grid (g³) technology – an alternative
to sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) insulating gas. The development of g³ has taken more than ten years of work by GE’s research
teams in France and Switzerland, together with 3M.
he ten mobile substations will be installed on behalf of the Spanish TSO
Red Electrica on the Canary and
Balearic Islands, including the SF6free one. They will help guarantee stable
electricity supply for local inhabitants and
millions of tourists who usually visit these
pristine islands each year.
Under the contract, GE will provide three
containerized gas-insulated mobile substation units at 72.5 kV and seven units with
145/72.5 kV, dual voltage levels. The g³
substation is rated at 72.5 kV.

T

Suitable for emergency power
The compact substation units can be easily
shipped between the islands, in case of
emergency or scheduled refurbishment. Red
Electrica has been struggling to ensure supply security given that the islands are far

away from Spain’s mainland transmission
networks, and there is limited space for onisland power generation.
The g³ substation on Tenerife will be the
first time that this technology has been used
at a mobile substation. GE pointed out its g³
products have the same high performance

and reliability as SF6 equipment but have a
gas mass with more than a 99% reduced
CO2 equivalent value.
Like SF6, g3 is non-toxic and not
flammable, and operable in the same temperature range down to -30°C. Type-tested
g³ products are available for live-tank circuit
breakers and gas-insulated
substations up to 145 kV, gasinsulated lines (GIL) up to 420
kV and instrument transformers
up to 245 kV.
Life-cycle assessments have
shown that g³ products have a
significantly lower CO2 footprint, compared to SF6 products. The g³ mobile station will
hence contribute to Spain’s efforts to cut emissions by at
least 20% by 2030.
n
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Battery storage “almost ready” to play the flexibility game
Variable renewables will make up more than half of global capacity additions to 2040, so affordable energy storage is vital
to provide flexible supply and grid inertia. Analysts say the cost for four-hour batteries will fall to $220/kWh by 2040,
spurring a storage rollout of nearly 220 GW.
lobal power demand is set
to grow over 20% over the
next decade, according to
the International Energy
Agency's (IEA) New Policies Scenario
(NPS), while flexibility – the ability of the
power system to quickly adapt to changes
in power supply and demand – grows by
some 80%.
Storage allows for higher overall utilisation of power generation assets, which lowers system risk and provides higher average
revenues through enhanced flexibility. IEA
analysts hence call flexibility “the cornerstone of future electricity systems.” In the
NPS scenario, battery storage and demandside response are forecast to contribute 40
GW by 2040.
Most newly deployed batteries will be
paired with solar PV and wind power as they
increase their dispatchability. For operators,
these hybrid renewables plus storage installations allow revenue stacking from energy
arbitrage and ancillary services offered to
the grid.

G

Long-duration battery
types evolve
But battery storage is still at an infancy
stage, with around 4 GW installed compared
to 153 GW of pumped hydro storage worldwide. The modular nature of battery storage technology allows for a wide range of
application. Moreover, falling costs for
lithium ion batteries have led to a tripling of
installations over the past three years.
Lithium ion batteries, aimed at providing

short-term storage, now account for just
over 80% of all battery capacity.
For longer storage durations, battery
types based on sodium sulfur and flow batteries are gaining interest, according to IEA
findings. Hybrid installations, e.g. off-grid
solar plus small-scale batteries, are also
making inroads and gain competitiveness
with small fossil gensets in a decentralized
power system.

Main provider of peaking
capacity by 2040
With second-use batteries from the transport sector already widely available, the IEA
reckons that if cost reductions achieved in
car batteries would spill over into power
sector applications this will lead to utilityscale battery pack costs fall to around $100
per kWh by 2030.
A large number of batteries can be repurposed after use in an electric vehicle for
a second life in grid-scale applications in the
power sector. Recycling batteries can lower
costs and will give a further boost to the
competitiveness of battery storage.
Under these assumptions, IEA analysts
expect cost reductions will lead to batteries
being 70% less expensive than today by
2040, and to battery storage becoming
more competitive than alternative options
for flexibility earlier than in the NPS. This
would translate into 540 GW of batteries
installed by 2040, reducing gas turbines
by 100 GW and making battery storage
the main technology for peaking capacity
by 2040.
n
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Keppel pilots lithium-ion battery
on Singapore’s floating living lab
Singapore has awarded a grant to an Envison-led consortium to pilot lithium-ion
battery energy storage on a ‘floating living lab’, using seawater for cooling. The
7.5 MW/7.5MWh storage is part of a $10 million partnership between the
Energy Market Authority (EMA) and Keppel O&M.
esearchers will deploy the battery
on Keppel’s floating living lab
and test operations in Singapore’s
hot and humid climate. The 7.5
MW/7.5MWh energy storage unit will be the
largest deployment in the city state to date,
able to power over 600 four-room flats a day.

R

The project is expected to be
completed in 2023.
Chris Ong, CEO of Keppel O&M, said the
developed solution will have multiple applications such as balancing intermittent
power supply, and providing emergency
power for places or remote islands. It can

Render of the Floating Living Lab

also be deployed on hybrid or fully electric
vessels to reduce carbon emissions.
Technically speaking, the testbed will use
a liquid-cooling solution that makes use of
seawater to cool the battery cells and enhance its lifecycle. Researchers will also look
into battery stacking solutions with the aim of
scaling up solutions to help balance the
power grid and enhance resilience in the face
of greater influx of intermittent solar power.
The floating power storage will be linked
to a smart energy management system to
enhance operational efficiency. Led by artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms, the SEMS is expected to make
operations more efficient and less
energy-intensive.
EMA chief executive Ngiam
Shih Chun said energy storage
and smart energy management
systems support the deployment
of more renewable energy in Singapore. He underlined “this project will pave the way to
overcome our land constraints,
and set the blueprint for similar
deployments in the future.” n
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Eos to supply Znyth
zinc batteries to Verdant
microgrids
Eos Energy Storage has agreed to supply
Znyth zinc hybrid cathodes, the core of its
Aurora batteries, to Verdant’s Californiabased microgrids. Materials of the Znyth
battery are derived from non-rare earth
and feature a 100% depth of discharge as
well as wide operating temperature range.
Znyth batteries provide the microgrid
with fire safety and energy flexibility that it
cannot get from lithium-ion, said Robert
Babcock, a partner at Verdant. The E.on
long duration battery will be used both in
behind-the-meter and utility scale projects.
Onsite energy generation, combined
with storage, helps guarantee independent power supply on a local level and
helps reduce spikes in demand. The first
project between Verdant and Eos is
meant to demonstrate “how expansive
and beneficial microgrids can be for commercial clients” Babcock said.
n
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Costs for utility-scale storage fell nearly 70% in the U.S.
Energy capacity cost of utility-scale battery storage in the United States has rapidly decreased from $2,152 per
kilowatthour (kWh) on average in 2015 to below $625/kWh in 2018, falling further since. Long-duration batteries are
cheaper and costs vary by region, coming in at just $947/kWh in Hawaii.
he United States added 152 MW of
battery storage capacity in 2019 and
added 301 MW from January through
July 2020. These additions add to the
end-2018 capacity, when the U.S. had over
869 MW of installed battery power capacity
(the maximum amount of power a battery
can provide at a given moment) and 1,236
MWh of battery energy capacity (the total
amount of energy that can be stored by
a battery).
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Storage deployment
to increase in 2021
Looking ahead, the US Energy Administration (EIA) expects battery storage to increase by more than 6,900 MW in the next
few years. Falling technology costs incentivise the use of large battery storage
system, linked to renewables, to increase

grid reliability and resilience.
At the regional level, the 2013 to 2018
average utility-scale battery costs ranged
from $1,946/kWh in the PJM Interconnection (PJM),to as low as $1,026/kWh in ISO
New England.
To swiftly react to load changes, PJM
prioritizes
batteries
with shorter durations
hence the power capacity installed cost is
a better indicator of
price for value in this
market zone.
In power capacity
cost terms, short-duration batteries cost less
than long-duration batteries. But looking at
energy capacity costs,

long-duration batteries are less expensive.
California had the most installed battery
capacity of any state in 2019. The average
battery storage cost in California was
$1,522/kWh. About two-thirds of battery
storage capacity in California is used for frequency regulation.
n
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Making US power sector carbon-neutral would cost $1.7 trillion
Wärtsilä has modelled a carbon-neutral electricity sector for the United States by 2035, based on 1,700 MW of new
wind and solar, energy storage and gas power units running on synthetic fuels. This green system would come at a cost
of $1.7 trillion and create 8.7 million jobs
o make a fully wind and solar-power
system reliable, over 400 GW of battery energy storage and over 100 GW
of flexible gas power units would have
to be deployed.
The gas-fired units would have to run on
bio- or synthetic fuels to ensure the overall
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system remains carbon-neutral. Power-to-X
processes would also be key to provide
flexibility and stability for renewable power
systems.

Tapping private sector funding
Private sector funding should be incentivised

and leveraged towards the energy transition, which would help the UK reach a 60%
renewable power system and cut power
sector emissions by 58%. The system would
have 60 GW of renewable energy, supported by 7 GW of battery energy storage
and 14 GW of flexible gas-based generation
for flexibility.
According to Wärsilä modelling, this would
create over 120,000 jobs in the renewable
energy sector alone and put the UK on track
to meet its net-zero emissions target by 2050.
“Across the G20 countries, the stimulus
‘scales’ are strongly weighted to support
legacy inflexible power systems, despite the
agenda for rapid decarbonisation that’s underway worldwide,” said Sushil Purohit, Energy Business President, Wärtsilä. He urged
government to refocus stimulus towards renewable and flexible energy in order to accelerate the green energy shift, create jobs
and cut emissions.
n

German car industry to spend 50 billion Euros on electro-mobility
The German car industry has pledged to invest over 50 billion Euros in electro-mobility over the next few years, in an
effort to lower emissions in the sector which have stayed stubbornly high. Tackling transport emissions is a priority after
Energiewende policies reduced power sector emissions.
ndustry association VDA insisted that
modern combustion engines and synthetic fuels "will play a major role" in
achieving climate targets, even if electric
vehicles are the “near-term priority.” In contrast, Volkswagen (VW), the lobby group’s
largest member, is pushing to accelerate the
roll-out of electric vehicles to lower emissions in the sector.
VW has quarrelled for some time with
VDA officials over whether combustion engine cars have a future. The Wolfsburgbased car maker has opted for a
battery-only strategy and has also said that
synthetic fuels based on green hydrogen
would be "much too precious" to use for individual mobility.
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Aspiring net-zero by 2050
"Our goal is climate-neutral mobility by 2050
at the latest – in line with the Paris Climate

Protection Agreements. We are
ready," said VDA President
Hildegard Müller. Though the
rapid ramp-up of electric mobility is a priority up to 2030, she
insisted that alternative drives
and fuels, such as hydrogen
and e-fuels, "will also be part of
the solution," because they can
help clean up existing cars.
The top three car makers in Germany –
VW, BMW and Daimler – have embarked on
a race to become climate-neutral, while the
country’s large supplier industry is still
somewhat slow in adopting hydrogen fuel
cells and synthetic fuels to clean up their
processes.
The transport sector has moved into
focus of Germany’s climate efforts given
that its emissions have remained stubbornly
high since 1990. Whereas power plant emis-

sions dropped significantly in recent years,
transport emissions have remained broadly
stable for decades as efficiency gains have
been eaten up by rising car numbers, and a
trend to heavier vehicles, such as SUVs.
According to Germany's existing climate
targets, the transport sector will have to cut
emissions by more than 40 percent over the
next ten years. Much effort will be needed
to reach that goal, and many mobility experts argue that achieving the 2030 target is
only possible with a clear focus on e-cars. n
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